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the typhoon is a little less than half the price of the numark (which is a little under half the price of
the traktor le), and adds several features that numark doesnt, including: 4 auxiliary inputs for audio
effects, beat fx on the loop deck, and beat fx on the platter. the keypad of the typhoon is very basic,

lacking both dedicated beat fx buttons (which can be mapped by using preset buttons), and also
basic loop control buttons. the deck has a nice feel, and if you arent doing 4.9 track counts, it feels
pretty well balanced. we found that the beat fx on the loop deck is very similar to the traktor le in

terms of quality. that said, you can use presets for beat fx modes that are not available on the
traktor le, and most of the beat fx modes available on the traktor le are available here. when using
the typhoon, we found that there was an audible click at the transition point between platter and
loop deck. this is a pretty annoying sound for those that like to quickly switch between tracks and

presets on the traktor le. it may or may not bother you, but it might be worth noting if you are
looking for a controller that will work well for both traktor and virtual dj. the platter was a little

difficult to operate, and seemed to have somewhat less response and feel than the traktor le. while
the typhoon has a lot of the features of the numark, the lack of dedicated beat fx buttons, the
relative unresponsiveness of the platter and the slightly annoying click at the transition point
between platter and loop deck limit its versatility. as well, although the typhoon is a very nice

looking controller, we felt that the look of the typhoon is more cosmetic than an actual functional
feature. so if you are looking for a controller that will work with both traktor and virtual dj, the vestax
typhoon might be a little underwhelming. on the other hand, if you are looking for a controller that
can do traktor and also has a nice, attractive design, the typhoon is definitely worth checking out.
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